
 
                                                             

                                     
 Comrade President,   

Comrade GS, 

 Dignitaries in the Dias and my friends, 

 

 

First of all I congratulate the Reception Committee and A.P Circle and particularly Sri SAIBABA for 

arranging CWC in a befitting manner. 

 

 

I also want to congratulate our PRESIDENT/CHQ  COM. VENUGOPAL & our  beloved GS COM. 

PRAHLAD RAI for his support and action taken about all the pending cases sent by me time to time 

and for the historical achievement of making joint memorandum of understanding  with AIGETOA. 

It will not only make our association No.1 in the referendum but also how the way of survival to 

the entire executive community as well as to our beloved organization.  

 

Sir,  

 

Kolkata Telephones now facing a crisis due to huge  retirement of our senior comrades majority 

of which are our members, total membership are gradually decreasing though we have cleared 

quota of 600 members upto July. 2014. Diary payment also cleared for this year. 

      

The main problem of Kolkata Telephones is the regular loss which is increasing year after year. 

There is no proper planning of the management. After joining of new CGM two months ago, we 

hoped that the condition will be changed but same condition prevails till now. Adequate store 

materials are not available like – TSF, Jumper Wire, Drop-Wire, different cables etc. GSM Mobile 

condition of CTD is very poor. Most of the AC Machines in the RLU Exchs. are faulty for a long time 

causing regular failure of DSLAM and Exchs. 0FC & PIJF Cable Cut by the Private 0perators is a 

regular future of CTD. The reluctant attitude of the CTD administration and ignoring tendency with 

the associations are the main cause of deterioration of mobility. Strong administration is required  

to find  the survival of the circle in direct collaboration with the associations. 

   

As per guidelines of CHQ. letter dtd.22/06/2014 each and every executive of CTD and ITPC is 

identified  and details of status is forwarded in Annexure-I.  In the month of November,2013  

NASIK/AIC, we have assured about the result of the forthcoming Referendum and still we are sure 

about our individual victory in CTD as shown in Annexure-I.  In this regard, I request to consider 

the Kolkata ITPC as the voter of CTD Circle. Non-members and vacillating members list has also 

been prepared and individual approach and campaign for them will be done. 

   

Joint office Bearer Meeting was conducted with AIGETOA in our association room in presence of 

our veteran leader Com. Amit Gupta. All Branch Secretaries and Leaders, CWC Members, Circle 

Office Bearers of AIBSNLEA & AIGETOA were present in the meeting and discussed about our 



future strategy and programmes.  One Circle co-ordination committee and branch-wise co-

ordination committee was formed in this meeting. President & Secretary of AIGETOA also 

addressed in the meeting.  Report of this meeting was already mailed to the GS.  Also afterwards 

Circle co-ordination committee sat together and decided to hold joint CEC and building-wise 

campaign after returning from CWC. 

   

Long pending Vigilance cases are one of the main agonies of CTD Executives. The case started 

eight to ten years ago but not completed by the CVC or CVO.  In this regard, I will request our GS 

to monitor the case of Sri Dipankar Saha, AA0/CTD which was also mentioned in NASIK/AIC.   

Second  stage advice was sought for by Kolkata Vigilance but there is no more development, 

please take up to complete. 

      

We have taken one resolution in NASIK/AIC about the transfer of the A.Os and formation of 

Kolkata Pool taking CTD, West Bengal Circle, ETP, ETR, ITPC etc. together and transfer the senior 

most person from that pool and that was adopted in the AIC and thus implemented . Thanks CHQ. 

for early implementation of the resolution. Some disputes were pointed out by our West Bengal  

Comrades, we clearly state that we have no objection if WB Circle issued their own transfer order 

before the All India 0rder and those transferred names have been eliminated from the Kolkata 

Pool List.   

     

The Contract Labour problem still exists but as the salary fund of them are coming almost 

regularly, the agitation gherao are some extent minimized.  This is also an achievement of our 

association because we pointed this problem upto CMD level. But CTD authority has failed to 

organize new tender for JC Labour which is due for a long time. 

     

Though the DPCs are always pursued by our GS but still members are very much aggrieved for the 

DPC of JT0s to SDEs 67% seniority quota and JA0s to A0s.  Let us hope about the clearance in the 

Ernakulum CAT on 23rd August,2014 and order for these two DPCs should be declared shortly. 

0ther DPCs and “senior getting less pay than junior” which are under court cases should be sought 

out immediately.  The only way to solve the promotional problem is the implementation of cadre 

hierarchy.  Top priority should be given for the implementation of cadre hierarchy with functional  

power. 

      

After submission of the Harshavardhan Committee Report unwanted delay for implementation of 

AD/OL restructuring immediate implementation is required.  DD/OL post should be created to all 

Circles. 

  

Kolkata Telephones Executives are not getting the support of good hospitals for Cashless Medical 

Treatment.  The CGHS re-imbursement rates are so less that the staff are getting one third of the 

actual incurred expenditure.   

  

Once officiating arrangement has been stopped it has not yet been restored. Look after 

arrangement should be stopped immediately.  Where there is no additional benefit  how the 

management threaten the executives for refusal of look after order.  This should be amended 

immediately in the 0rder No.400-204-2013-Pers-I dt. 01/11/2013.of BSNL Corp. 0ffice. 

                  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

For the request of the members of CTD some all India problems are mentioned here in a nut 

shell: 

       

A) JAO 2010 Batch option case should be solved. 

  B}           Five increment to the JAOs 2013 Deptl. Batch should be ensured.. 

C)          30% Superannuation benefit  to the BSNL recruitees’ . 

D)        In Corporate Office PPS Cadre already implemented but in BSNL other Circles it should be    

implemented immediately       . 

E)       After amendment of JTO( RR) immediate regularization of officiating JTOs should be done. 

   

F)        Revival of LTC should be done.  

G)        Anti Staff Recommendation of DELOTTEE Committee should not be implemented. 

H)        Only Six(6) persons remain in Stenographer-III in CTD . They should be regularized as P.A 

by   a screening test.               .   

      

       Thank you again for a good struggle and achievement of getting 78.2% agreement.  It 

should  be executed early. 

             

   Thank you all for patient hearing.       

          

      

 

                                                                        

                                                                                 
                                         
 dt- 21/08/2014                                                                                 Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay 
 
 

                 CIRCLE SECRETARY/CTD 
 

   


